Friday 27th March
Morning Clover Class,
Last ‘Home Learning’ day of the week, I hope that you have
enjoyed it. I’ve certainly enjoyed seeing all of your lovely work so a big thank
you! Perhaps those who have not sent me anything to look at could send me
over something today? A photo would be fine.
Here is your work for today:
Year 2/3
Yr2 Spellings – draw and spell compound word game
Choose someone to play with. Pick a compound word and try to draw a picture
of it. A point to you if your opponent guesses it (means that you have drawn a
great picture!). Can you guess this one?

Yr3 Spellings – Spelling challenge
Ask someone to test you on your ‘y’ spellings from this week’s word list. Good
luck!

Writing – Character description
Carry on with your character description, have a go at another character
description from the book or perhaps a completely different character from a
favourite book of yours.
(Now, normally we would do this over a couple of English sessions so your work
for today and tomorrow is to take one or more of the characters Belinda, Harry
or George and write a character description.
Below is the plan that we used when we were writing a character description of
Flat Stanley back before Christmas which might help you.
Don’t forget to use all the ideas that everyone has posted on the blog as well.
How about also adding a picture?

Reading – try to read for at least 10 minutes to an adult
Yr2 Maths – 3D shapes
Remind yourself of as a many of the 3D shape names as
you can. Have a go at the attached colouring shape sheets
or if you can’t print, why not draw a picture of your own
using 2D shapes?

Yr3 Maths – 3D shapes
I’d like you to describe four 3D shapes to someone. Don’t forget to include the
name of the shape, number of edges, vertices and faces if you can. You could
use the 3D word mat to help if you want to. Now have a go at the 3D challenge
cards – you are going to have to be inventive for this one! Maybe use spaghetti,
small sticks from your garden, strips of strong card or you may have a better
idea. For those of you that can print I’ve also attached some 3D nets for you to
have a go at making.

Enjoy your learning today, have a lovely weekend and see you all again on
Monday.
Mrs Hannam

